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Language Features
1. A word used to add detail to a noun A. adjective

2. the first letter of a wqord and is repeated in words that follow B. metaphor

3. repetition of the same vowel sound C. opinion

4. repetition of the s sound D. dialect

5. a sentence starting with a verb and gives a command to someone E. onomatopoeia

6. language spoken by people from a particular area F. noun

7. when text uses a pronoun 'you' 'your' 'we' G. direct order

8. words used to deliberately provoke an emotional reaction H. assonance

9. something that you can prove is true I. oxymoron

10. taste, sight, hearing, touch, smell J. simile

11. exaggerating something for literary pruposes K. alliteration

12. words that create a clear picture in your head L. hyperbole/exaggeration

13. the humourous or sarcastic use of words or ideas usuallyimplying the

opposite

M. vivid imagery

14. listing 3 things to create a specific effect N. statistics

15. a phrase used to describe something but is not literal O. fact

16. a word which names a person, object P. irony

17. a word that sounds like the noise/action it is describing Q. personal pronoun

18. where two words normally not associated are brought together R. five senses

19. a word that sounds like an emotion but you can't touch it S. personification

20. something that you believew to be true but may not actually be true T. rhetorical question

21. using 'I' 'she' 'they' U. direct address

22. attributing human qualiti to a thing or idea V. a doing word

23. posing a question that doesn't require an anwer W. sibilance
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24. a phrase which establishes similarity between two things to

emphasise the a point

X. abstract noun

25. facts or figures Y. emotive language

26. verb Z. list of 3/listing


